1-1: Slow zoom in on a king sitting on his horse on a hill. The king looks around with just his eyes.

1-2: The king raises his arms and exclaims "castle." His mouth moves, but no sound.

1-3: The scene zooms out, and a man drags a wheelbarrow full of bricks in.

1-4: The king rides off, leaving the builder to work. He places several bricks, then the scene fades to black.

2-1: King rides in, asking about this castle. He sees it's not done, frowns, rides off, while builder works. Fade again.

2-2: King again rides in, queries, then rides out irritably. The builder looks irritated, but keeps working. Again fade.

3-1: Beginning as black, the sun moves. A bubble pops up, then the worker's face is shown. He's getting more irritated. (x 3)

3-2: A large exclamation point blows up from CRT in red. The image changes as a transition back to scene.

3-3: Middle shot of worker poised to kill himself with his trowel. Scene cuts w/ flash of red.
"It takes time to build a castle." - Irish proverb